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acloss a river to seek help at a Brazilian
settlement. A few of their relatives, they
said, had died when they were attacked,
possibly by drug traffickers.

In some ways, these conflicts are the
last, lingering echoes of the collision
of cultures that began in 1492, when
Christopher Columbus landed in the
New World. Since then, tens oI millions
of native people have perished-many
fron Euopean and African diseases-and
entire cultues have vanished.

At Rlsk of Extlnctlon
There are other native tribes liv-

ing beyond the reach of the global
economy-in places like the Andaman
lslands in the Indian ocean, the moun-

tains of New Cuinea in the Soutl] Pacific,

and elsewhere fsee bor.). But the planet's

largest and most diverse isolated cultures

are centered in the Amazon. primarily in
eastern Peru and western Brazil. They
still lack immunity from many Western

diseases. And they have no nodern
weapons to defend themselves from
armed intruders like drug smugglers and

illegal loggers.'fhey also hdve no voice in

national politics.

Experts and aid groups warn that
drug trafficking, lo8ging, mininS, and oil
drilling, along with a changing clinate,
vanishing species, and a shrinking forest,

put these tdbes at risk of extinction. Even

TV crews searching for "uncontacted"

natives pose a threat; accoding to a 2008

repon by a Peruvian anthropologist, one

crew that strayed beyond its permitted
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Ep! llver deep

in the rainforest but

has contact with the

outside world.

Tha Scnltalasa (5o to 2oo remaininq) are
believed to have lived on North Senitel lsland
(one ot the Andaman lslands.180 miles olt the
coast of Myanmar) for 60,000 years.

Th. Korc|ll (about 3,Ooo remaining) live in the
Papau region of Indonesia, which is mountainous
and densely forested. They sleep in tree houses
and use stone tools.

lha Ayo|lo (about 5,ooo remaining) are the only
uncontacted tribe in South America outside the
Amazon. They live in forests in Paraguay and Bolivla.

area has been implicated in the deaths of
some 20 native people from the flu.

The indigenous people who fernaio

appe.lr to be fighting among themselves

for dwindling resources. Epa showed me

a sca-r on his torso-the result ofan attack

by tribal enemies, he said.

In recent yea$, Peru has started to set

up five reseryes, covering an area larger

lhan Massdchusefts, as safety zones for

the tribes. More are planned.

But both Peru and Brazil see the
AmazoD as a treasure house of oil, tim-
ber, and 8old, and that threatens the

tribeswho livedeepin the rainforest. Tlvo

huge proiecls crossing rhe continenl-
the $2.8 billion, 1,600-mile Inreroceanic

Highway; a[d the chinese-
sponsored $10 billion,
3,300-mile Twin Ocean
Railroad-will no doubt
stimulate both economies,

but at a steep cost. The rail-

road would plow through
tropical savanna and thick
forest, cutting across a

remote region of Peru that

is home to hundreds of
indigenous communities.

Development ca n't
be halted, but it can be

done more intelligently

and humanely than what happened rn

the l9th century in the United States,

when American Indians were repeatedly

pushed ofl their land to .lccommodate
white settlers.

we know what works. Small frontier
posts on rive$ can prolect reseryes from

intruders. Immunized health care work-

ers can provide emergency care and
snuff out potential epidemics among
isolated peoples who emerge for help.

Illegal loggers and miners can be pros-

ecuted. Road and railroad construction
and oil exploration can be kept outside

the borders of reserves and parks. None

oI this requires a lot of moneyi it does

require an inclusive political approach
and an awareness of history

More tha[ 500 years after Columbus

afived, we have an opponunity-really,
one last chance-to avoid repeating the

catastrophes endured by so mauy native

peoples i[ the Americas. We have more

than enouSh information. we under-
stand disease and can immunize those
who might contact isolated peoples. We

can acknowledge that some people don't
want to join the Slobal economy. we
don't have to cornmit another Senocide. .

Andreu Lawbr is a sciet(e .ioumalist based
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